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When asked to research the number of patents held by

leading companies in a technological field, a patent

analyst will typically produce a chart with a pattern of

distribution similar to Figure 1 overleaf. If asked to

interpret the chart, the analyst will likely explain that

Company A dominates the field because it owns twice as

many patents as its nearest competitor. In almost every

instance, however, that interpretation will prove to be

wrong. Further research will show that Company A does

not actually dominate the patent landscape and any

decision made in the belief that it does could prove costly.

There are several reasons why the patent analyst’s

assessment is likely to be wrong. The analyst draws a

conclusion based solely on material and quantitative

factors without considering the quality of the patents or

the nature of the companies involved. For example, a

company with a reputation for enforcing well-written

patents – these being behavioural and qualitative factors –

could prove more effective at keeping competitors out of a

technical space than a less confrontational counterpart

with a larger patent portfolio. Another less confrontational

company could have an open licensing policy that,

through its cross-licences, gives it considerably more reach

in a technical space than its patent count alone might

indicate. Even taken as a purely material and quantitative

analysis, the analyst’s interpretation is problematic. It does

not consider the mathematical distribution laws that

explain, all things being otherwise equal, why the chart

appears as it does.

Zipf’s Law: a quantitative key to a qualitative 

measure of merit

According to Zipf’s Law (one of the mathematical power

laws), the size of an element in a system that has some

degree of randomness in its distribution will be inversely

proportional to its rank in the system. The largest

element of that system (1) will be twice as large as the

next largest element (0.5), three times as large as the next

(0.33), four times as large as the next (0.25) and so on. For

example, consider the populations of cities in the three

leading economies as shown in Table 1.

Although not perfect proportional splits, the

population distributions shown here are close enough to

exhibit the pattern predicted by Zipf’s Law. Further

research would show that the vast majority of countries

share a similar distribution pattern regarding the

populations of cities.

Zipf’s Law is used to analyse everything from market

shares to the size of rogue waves in otherwise survivable

seas. An analysis of the distribution of patents among

competitors shows that Zipf’s Law also applies to this area.

Figure 2 overleaf, taken from a patent analysis of golf

club heads, shows a patent document distribution that

approximates the distribution predicted by Zipf’s Law.

Callaway Golf appears to dominate the field. When

viewed in context with Zipf’s Law, however, Figure 2

actually indicates that no one company dominates the

field. A visit to any golfing shop will confirm this

indication as fact; the field is highly competitive and

contested, and the chart displays the predicted

Introduction
Measures of merit in patent analysis:
finding facts that matter

Landon IP

Country

United States

Japan

Germany 

Three largest
cities (in size
order)

New York 
Los Angeles
Chicago 

Tokyo 
Yokohama 
Osaka 

Berlin
Hamburg
Munich

Population

8,085,000 (1)

3,820,000 (0.5)

2,869,000 (0.33)

8,164,000 (1)

3,220,000 (0.5)

2,624,000 (0.33)

3,275,000 (1)

1,686,000 (0.5)

1,185,000 (0.33)

Table 1: Major city populations
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distribution pattern of patents among the competitors. If

decision makers want to keep the field competitive or

create an actual dominant position, they will need to

commission further research into the companies, patents

and inventors in the field in order to determine the

mechanism that could create the desired result. This

research, if well executed, will uncover the real measures

of merit.

A ‘measure of merit’ is a measure associated with a

mechanism of cause or effect that allows decision makers

to take specific actions in order to produce specific

results. The measure can be as straightforward as a link

between research and development expenditure and IP

output, or as subtle as the comparative atmosphere of the

facilities where researchers work. The mechanism can

involve any or all aspects of an organisation’s capability

to operate its business inside and outside the traditional

domains of the IP professional.

Benefit of measures of merit in patent analysis

Measures of merit support the fact-based execution of

actions designed to produce specific results that advance

Figure 1: Typical patent document distribution
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Figure 2: Golf club head patent documents
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or defend the business. They lie at the heart of patent

strategy, defined as the bridge that links the power of

patents to the objectives of the business. Measures of

merit allow decision makers to craft action from their

ability and willingness to gain, exploit and defend

important creations under the system of IP laws.

Measures of merit develop during the assessment

phase of the decision cycle. Decision cycles are a part of

the lexicon at leading strategy institutions such as the

National Defence University in Washington DC. In a

decision cycle, assessment leads to preparation, which

leads to action, which leads to a new assessment and so on

in a cycle, with decisions made at each stage (see Figure 3).

Organisations that proficiently move through

decision cycles at a faster pace than their rivals when in

pursuit of specified objectives hold a significant

competitive advantage over those rivals. They have the

ability to operate inside the corresponding decision

cycles of their rivals, rendering those rivals ineffective at

addressing the challenges presented to them. Speed,

combined with deliberation and focus, garners the

initiative. All things being otherwise equal, an

organisation that takes the initiative arrives at decisive

positions ahead of rivals almost every time.

The capacity to obtain and process measures of merit

is itself a measure of merit that determines whether an

organisation can perform at a higher tempo than its

rivals in all matters, including patent analysis. It parallels

the logic that General Dynamics used when it designed a

large bubble canopy for pilots to see out of its F-16 fighter

planes. In an analysis of aerial combat between two

otherwise equal aircraft and pilots, the pilot with the best

vision wins almost every time. Similarly, in a contest

between two otherwise equal organisations, the

organisation with the clearest view of the relevant facts

will reach critical milestones first almost every time. (The

word ‘almost’ appears here as a qualifier to account for

the one uncontrollable element – chance.)

Decision orientation

Good vision also depends on the orientation of the

observer, which in turn determines how the observer

interprets what he or she sees. In Figure 1, if a decision

maker’s orientation leads him or her to believe that

Company A is the dominant player in the industry – a

belief that is most likely false – then any success derived

from the affected decision can occur only because of

good fortune. In other words, the success of that decision

maker will depend upon a rival’s indifference or inferior

performance.

In order to achieve the best orientation to take

advantage of measures of merit, the decision maker will

have to manage the psychology of human decision-

making. Most people make decisions based on emotion

or instinct, and only afterwards justify those decisions

with logic. This tendency can drive customers of patent

analyses to request studies that justify decisions that

have already been made. However, this pattern of

decision making contradicts an important idea for

success illuminated by the famous Chinese strategist Sun

Tzu: “Thus it is in war that the victorious strategist seeks

battle only after the victory has been won, whereas he

who is destined to defeat first fights and afterwards looks

for victory in the midst of the fight.”

A decision based on anything other than logic

contradicts Sun Tzu’s idea by default, since the decision

maker must justify each decision with logic after making

it. In contrast, the optimal orientation for decision

makers allows them to see the important facts that

measures of merit provide as they are and make the

logical choices that even those who trust their instinct

would like to make. 

Other measures of merit in patent analysis

Ideality

One important measure of merit is illustrated by a

statement of the famous hockey player Wayne Gretzky.

Gretzky said that to succeed he would “skate to where

the puck is going to be, not where it has been”. Similarly,

in IP strategy it pays to patent ideas where technology is

going to be rather than where it has been.

However, this concept presents a major challenge to

patent analysts. Any documents relating to new patents

that appear in a patent file are at least 18 months old – the

period of time after an application is filed for which the

US Patent and Trademark Office waits to publish that

application. How can an analyst use patent information

Figure 3

DECIDE

Assess

PrepareAct
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to “skate to where the puck is going to be” if he or she is

starting at a point 18 months later than where

competitive inventors have already been? The answer

lies in the evolutionary patterns of invention. All

inventions, no matter what the industry, take a fairly

standard course of evolution towards a theoretical ideal

solution that provides all benefits and no drawbacks. For

example, sophisticated teleconferencing systems have

reached levels that allow people to attend meetings in

far-flung locations without actually leaving their office.

The ideal solution provides a measure of perfection with

which to compare the current state of the art.

Measures associated with the ideal allow analysts to

predict how technology will evolve many years into the

future and recommend action to capitalise on that future

accordingly. They further allow analysts to predict when

inventors and customers will push the creation of

solutions to sources outside the traditional industry. For

example, a solution that eliminates the need for air travel

is likely to emanate from outside the aviation industry.

Ideal measures can also show analysts in which areas

consumer psychology will cause less ideal products from

a practical sense (eg, ocean liners) to stay in use long after

competing technologies overtake their original role.

Where the technical state of the art resides in relation to

the ideal solution, and who owns that position, is a critical

measure of merit when making any IP strategy decision.

Multi-dimensional thinking

A third measure of merit involves the use of multi-

dimensional thinking. The best strategic thinkers address

challenges in more than one dimension. A patent analysis

should also consider multiple dimensions in order to

find measures of merit within the data. For example,

consider the game of chess. Viewed entirely from a one-

dimensional material perspective, when two players

exchange similar pieces (eg, a bishop for a bishop or a

knight for a knight), the exchange appears to be even. In

reality, however, considering just one other dimension,

such an exchange is almost never an even trade. For

example, if one player used four moves – an element of

time – to position the bishop – an element of material –

and the opposing player exchanges that bishop for his or

her own bishop on the first move of the rival piece, the

opposing player gains a time advantage of four moves

for the duration of the chess game.

Similarly, what may appear to be an even exchange in

a patent portfolio cross-licensing agreement may not be

even at all if one party in the licence deal took much

longer to reach the position for the cross-licence than the

other, especially since shrewd negotiators know that the

time taken to achieve a position has no bearing on the

material value of that position. This means that a patent

analysis should explore where the sources of advantage

lie beyond material factors and the corresponding

strategy derived from that analysis should leverage and

build upon those advantages.

Measures that are not measures of merit

Be suspicious of any technical forecast gleaned from the

analysis of patent citations and its associated patent

clusters. Patent citations analysis has its place when

looking for connections between already existing patents

and patent portfolios. However, using patent citations

data to glean insight into the future has problems. Any

data point used in a patent citations analysis is at least

three years old, and probably much older. Both the cited

and citing patent documents take a consecutive 18

months each to be published, not including the length of

time between publication of the cited document and

filing of the citing document. Therefore, in all but the

slowest-moving industries, the data received from patent

citations analysis is too old to illuminate the future. It is

preferable to seek measures from patent citations

analysis only when the concern (eg, a freedom-to-operate

analysis) involves past events.

Regarding patent statistics themselves, patent

analysts get away with many violations of accepted

statistical measurement standards simply because they

or their customers do not have the background in the

field to recognise the violations. For example, comparing

the number of patents held in Japan by a Japanese

company to the number of US patents held by a

comparable US company in the United States is like

comparing the value of a stock in Japanese yen with

another valued in US dollars without applying an

exchange rate to the currency. No one would accept such

a financial analysis, but this type of analysis of patent

documents occurs all the time. Measures that do not

compare like with like, unless appropriately normalised,

cannot be measures of merit. As a rule of thumb, if a

comparison between entities in a financial analysis

would be questionable, the comparison in a patent

analysis is also questionable. In other words, Dell, IBM,

and Microsoft all have different business models, and

this renders a numerical comparison of patent filings

between these companies meaningless without using

specific qualifiers and adjustments.

Conclusion

Material and quantitative measures provide a starting

point for any patent analysis, but they rarely offer

measures of merit without further analysis. They do

indicate where inventions arose and who holds them,



to achieve the primary objective and validate the method

selected to obtain the information. From there, analyse

the known factors – which are often material and

quantitative at the start – and then, through means

including the ideas presented here, use that analysis as a

jumping-off point into the whys and hows that lead to

the facts that matter.
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which decision makers need to know, and they can help

to uncover measures of merit. However, finding the

measures of merit themselves requires additional steps.

Start by defining the primary objective for the analysis as

clearly as possible. What uncertainty has caused decision

makers to ask for the analysis in order to make (rather

than justify) a decision? Identify the information needed
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